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Bat Facts

Hopefully you made it to Highbury on
September 11th. This was the first time
the house has opened for Heritage
Day and what a day it was! There were
over 900 visitors. Free house tours
were available as well as various
activities in the garden and Community
Orchard. Stalls included Chamberlain
memorabilia, Birmingham Beekeepers
and a display of historic bicycles.
A new portrait of Joseph Chamberlain
was unveiled.

Is a bat a mammal?
Do bats fly with their hands?
Do bats eat insects?
Are there 18 species of bat in the UK?

HPF held a stall in the main hall.
We
gave
out
leaflets
and
information and sold cards. We also
recruited some new members. Thanks
to everyone who helped on the
day: Ellen, Cathy, Denise, Helen, Paul
A, Alf and Anne, and also to the
Chamberlain Highbury Trust.

The answer to all these questions is
"Yes"!
These are a few of the basic bat facts
we learned from Chris Sherlock, our
guide from Brumbats, on our annual
bat walk around Highbury Park at the
end of August. The 70+ participants
formed a long procession with their
torches, casting the only light in the
pitch-black night, as we slowly wended
our way around the Long Pond. We
saw a number of bats and with our
hand held bat detectors, dispensed by
Chris, we kept a watchful ear
and identified two species of pipistrelle
bat:
(Pipistrellus pipistrellus) Common
Pipistrelle and (Pipistrellus pygmaeus)
Soprano Pipistrelle. A really fun
evening where both adults and children
learned a lot.

Meet the park keeper!
Michael Wilkes, our new park keeper
at Highbury, started work in
September. Since he came into
post the park is definitely looking
much cleaner and tidier. Please say
hallo to Michael if you see him
when you are out and about.

Getting to grips with graffiti

Forthcoming event
December 11th. 11.00am – 1.00pm.
Christmas Wildlife Walk with Paul
Anthony
Meet in the car park
Free of charge. Everyone welcome
Please wear suitable footwear for
walking over uneven ground

Autumn Crocus
We're including a picture of the
fantastic display of autumn crocus at
the top of the park by the Lodge Gate,
just in case you missed it. The flowers
are at their best at the end of
September/beginning of October. The
petals shut into a spear at night but
when the sun shines they open out to
reveal chestnut stamens and attract
bumble bees and honey bees. A
native plant but now quite rare in the
wild. Watch out for them next year if
you didn't notice them this autumn.

If you've been in the park recently you
will have noticed a marked increase in
graffiti covering various surfaces: trees
trunks, litter- bins and paths. We have
spoken with the local police and their
advice is if you catch anyone in the act
then ring the police on 101. They feel
this is the most effective way of dealing
with the problem. We have sent
them pictures of various graffiti tags to
see if any of the perpetrators can be
identified but please remain vigilant
whilst walking in the park and report any
suspicious activity immediately.

Austen Chamberlain’s Model kitchen gardens sustained bees that
produced good crops of honey.
Farm
Maureen Perrie’s talk about Austen
Chamberlain’s model farm provided
a lively and fascinating insight into
the lives of the Chamberlain family
and those who worked on the
Highbury estate to a well attended
HPF meeting (27.9.16). Her main
source
material
was
family
correspondence and two mentions
in the national press when Austen
was gored by his young bull ‘Stoic’
in 1894 and in December that year
when Professor James Long, a
prominent agricultural expert, visited
and praised Chamberlain’s farming
methods. Maureen helped paint a
picture of what the Highbury estate
looked like and talked about the
development of model farms, which
were a feature of Birmingham
suburbs, and their dual role of
providing fresh food for their owners
and workers in the days without
fridges and serving as an object
lesson for others.
Austen’s farm was no mere hobby;
he took a serious interest in its
design and operation and was very
influential in terms of establishing
good practice and introducing new
technology. For instance, Highbury’s
hexagonal dairy, which looked like a
summerhouse and was where Mary
Chamberlain took tea with friends,
nonetheless used a milk separator,
which was very ‘cutting edge’ at the
time. The farm also comprised
Shropshire sheep, Tamworth pigs
and Highland cattle and its produce
supplied not only Highbury but also
the Chamberlain’s London house.
Surplus milk and hay was sold and
at Christmas pigs went to a butcher
in Goodge Street. Ornamental and

Maureen reported that evidence for the
farm trails off after 1905. Her talk
provoked many questions but eventually
the meeting closed with tea and rather
good cakes.
Denise Robertson

Nature notes
Secret fungi – Autumn is a good time to
look out for fungi – on wood, on bark
mulch, and now that the grass is being
cut less often, in the grassland. There
are many different types, some
poisonous, some edible. The ephemeral
beauty of these fruiting bodies is all we
can see but hidden within the substrate,
the main part of the fungus is breaking
down leaf litter etc and recycling
material. Without a complement of
beneficial fungi, most trees would not be
able to thrive. EMP.
Jelly Ear Fungus Auricularia auriculajudae grows on Elder and Hornbeam and
is edible but rubbery

Memories of Highbury
These memories of Highbury were sent
to us by former local resident Philippa
Robinson who now lives in Minehead.
As girls of 5, 8 & 12 respectively we
needed no encouragement to visit
Highbury Park on a daily basis. This, of
course, was after all the chores had
been done for Mother; making all the
beds, dusting etc and no vacuum
cleaners in those days just after the
war; we did this happily.

A little further over was an oblong pond,
very large indeed with lovely water lillies
floating. Also adjacent to the tea- rooms
was a sunken lawned area that we
presumed used to be a tennis court?
We would walk across this and onto the
undulating grassy area towards Kings
Heath village passing the huge obelisk
which we were told had connections
with a Mr G.F.Lyndon's horse winning
the Grand National? Heard from my
much older Brother that the large drive
which ran from Dads Lane, Avenue
Road, and Shutlock Lane junction was
lined with lovely elm trees.
Philippa Robinson

We loved it when the hay was being cut
just inside the park gates, prior to this
we played hide and seek in it, always
staying along the hedge-line of A very big thank you to Philippa for
sharing her memories. If you would like
Shutlock Lane.
to share what you remember of the park
It was fascinating to watch the man in years gone by then please get in
driving the horse along which was touch
pulling the large bladed machine, then
when it was all over we would quietly
walk back behind the horse and driver
all the way to the stables. The stable
block and rest space for the men were
situated just past a toilet block
surrounded by beautiful shrubs and
flowers. We, of course, had to stay out
of the way of the horse and machine so
we kept on the main drive, which was
then a main thoroughfare for public
use that led to the bottom of Kings
Heath village
Opposite the stables and to the right of
the main drive was a walled garden
which had beds of roses and large
rhododendrons of all colours, beyond
this was a beautiful white house known
as the tea rooms situated in a bluebell
wood, my eldest sister had her wedding
reception there.
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